gTrack

gTrack is an issue tracking system that can manage and maintain an online trouble ticket
system, support ticket or incident ticket system as needed by an organization. gTrack tracks
Issues by creating, updating, and resolving reported customer issues and issues reported by
the employees or consultants. It also contains a knowledge base containing information on each
customer, resolutions to common problems, and other such data.

gTrack has a database as the main storage repository for all data and these data are
managed by a business logic layer of the application. This layer gives the underlying raw data
more structure and meaning, preparing it for the use by different companies. The end-user of
the issue tracking system can create entirely new issues, read existing issues, add details to
existing issues, or resolve an issue.

The main features of this applications are:

► Any issue (SAP/Non-SAP) or item that needs tracking can be logged here and maintained.

► gTrack application gives easy navigations to create, display, change, filter, sort etc.
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► Complete track of issues/items when and who created or changed.

► Easy transaction to maintain master data which can be embedded to standard SAP
configuration utility SPRO.

► Highly configurable and flexible enough to be adjusted as per client requirements. Ability for
User personalization i.e. columns can be hidden or visible as per specific user need.

► Each user can create their own views to display list of issues/items with their own filters and
visible columns.

► Graphical view of various reports can be generated with just a click of button.

► Colored representation of items as per their status or priorities e.g. normal items can be
shown in standard colors while urgent or high priority items can be in contrast colors for
immediate attention.

► Ability to attach documents and images etc.

► Ability to distribute the time for next four weeks to the resources assigned for particular item.
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